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A modest A5-format bulletin or the first issue of Jazz Forum appeared in December
1965. The bulletin was printed on a duplicator with, among other things, an article by
Adam Slowinski "PANORAMA OF POLISH JAZZ".

The article begins as follows: After a tumultuous period of struggle for a place in musical life, Polish jazz has
achieved a certain stability. It is marked, most generally, by the sublimation of this music, an increase in its
aesthetic qualities, while at the same time the interest of listeners has decreased. During the frenetic period
of '54-58, as long as jazz, until recently a "forbidden fruit," still had a taste for novelty, being for many not so
much a music as a manifestation of a new way of being, it was accompanied by a large and noisy crowd.
However, when jazz became generally available, entered the halls of the philharmonic hall, appeared on the
radio and on records, when it was covered by the patronage of state institutions, and especially since the
advent of hard-hitting music, this multitude of fans began to melt, to assume normal proportions in the rest.

The beginnings of Jazz Forum



Jan Byrczek is the originator of the name and the
founder of the magazine. Initially a double bassist,
Byrczek played alongside Krzysztof Komeda. However,
due to a hand injury, Byrczek abandoned the instrument
and transitioned into the role of a music organizer. In a
short period, he became the president of the Polish Jazz
Federation. Concurrently, as Jazz Forum emerged, the
existing monthly magazine "Jazz" by Józef Balcerak had
been in publication since 1956. In the mid-1960s, the
Polish jazz community, primarily musicians, clamored for
their own space to voice opinions, leading to the creation
of Jazz Forum.
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The golden years of "Jazz Forum" were 1976-1981, when three
language versions (Polish, English and German) were published.
The magazine was subscribed to by readers around the world,
and was sold in some outlets in New York, San Francisco,
Chicago and London. After Byrczek left for the US in 1977, the
magazine opened its Manhattan office, an unprecedented
event in the history of the Polish press. At its peak, "Jazz
Forum" had correspondents in almost a hundred countries
around the world. Throughout its existence, "Jazz Forum" also
promoted Polish musicians: Tomasz Stanko, Zbigniew
Namysłowski, Adam Makowicz, Michał Urbaniak and Zbigniew
Seifert.

Golden years of Jazz
Forum (1)



The following years saw incredible growth for Jazz Forum. The magazine was
published in three language versions, with a total circulation of almost 50,000
copies. Byrczek founded, together with activists from various countries, the
European Jazz Federation, which significantly influenced the development of Jazz
Forum. Critics from all over Europe came to the most important festival in that
part of Europe at the time, the Jazz Jamboree. Meetings were held in the editorial
office of "Jazz Forum" and then the idea of founding the European Jazz Federation
was born," recalls Pawel Brodowski, the current editor-in-chief of the magazine.
Byrczek acted with the method of accomplished steps. The first edition of "Jazz
Forum" in English was the program of the Jazz Jamboree in 1967. Two years later,
the international edition became the official organ of the European Jazz
Federation. This was an unprecedented affair - in fact, the only press export
product of the People's Republic of Poland. Published in the country of real
socialism, the international magazine quickly caught the attention of the jazz
community on both sides of the Atlantic.
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The German "pope of jazz" Joachim-Ernst Berendt (author of the famous Das
Jazzbuch), Lubomir Doruzhka (former editor-in-chief of the Czechoslovak
monthly "Melodie"), Randi Hultin from Norway (on her initiative Jan Garbarek
first came to Poland), Valerie Wilmer from England, Alexei Batashev from the
USSR and the legendary Leonard Feather from the USA (author of the
Encyclopedia of Jazz) wrote for the magazine. In the 1980s, American critic
Mike Zwerin wrote an article in the International Herald Tribune under the title
"Polish magazine unites the jazz world". The editors of "Jazz Forum" paid
honoraria to foreign journalists, but only in zlotys, which could not be
transferred outside Poland. However, as part of the cooperation, the authors
of the articles were invited to the Jazz Jamboree," recalls Brodowski. "At the
time, Jazz Forum, Jazz Jamboree and the European Jazz Federation were a
system of communicating vessels interacting with each other.
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The commitment to the English-language version took its toll on the Polish version,
which ceased publication in 1969-73, but in February 1973 it was relaunched (on Jan
Borkowski's initiative) as a supplement to the English-language edition, and four years
later the Polish version was already appearing regularly as an independent entity. Many
people in Poland at the time did not appreciate the fact that the magazine was
published in English, says Brodowski. - But always in those days the English version was
the most important for us. In 1969 the magazine adopted its characteristic square
format, to which it remained faithful for two decades. In 1990, it began publishing in its
current form.
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afal Olbinski was responsible for the visual side of the
magazine throughout the decade of the 1970s. Rafal would do
the covers, he would get a theme, make one proposal, but it
was always good, so it was not up for discussion," says
Brodowski. - When he came to the editorial office, he would
take foreign magazines and cut out what he found interesting.
I always kept an eye on him - because we needed these
magazines for other reasons - but he would constantly bring
that big folder of his, unceremoniously cut out what he
wanted, and take it away. Rafal didn't particularly reckon with
anyone - he would get the whole thing, the pictures, and paste
it up. What set him apart was his professional hand and his
ability to understand reality in a condensed way. Graphically he
was able to capture the essence of things. And even when
acting under great stress, he kept the looseness of an artist.
He was always cool.

Rafał Olbiński –
graphic editor of 
Jazz Forum 



Censorship in
communist Poland
Censorship was in force in communist Poland, and "Jazz
Forum" was no exception. It was also forbidden to mention
people who had a quarrel with the people's government, such
as Leopold Tyrmand, who had been living in the USA since
1966 - a figure that is difficult not to mention when writing
about the history of jazz in Poland. The editors at the time
generally used formulas about the author of the book "At the
shores of jazz." In 1981, on the wave of the Solidarity thaw,
"Jazz Forum" was the first in Poland to disenchant his name
by mentioning his merits as the organizer of the legendary
jazz festivals in Sopot (1956-57). In January 1985, Pawel
Brodowski conducted an interview in America for "Jazz
Forum". - as it turned out - the last interview before his
death with the prominent writer and leader of militant jazz
from the era of "catacombs" and "frenesis."



After 1981
The development of the magazine was abruptly halted by
the introduction of martial law. A major change came in the
first years after the fall of communism - in the new reality,
publishing an international version proved impossible and the
last English-language issue was published in May 1992.



In the 50-year history of the magazine, the most prominent critics of Polish jazz
wrote to "Jazz Forum": Mateusz Święcicki, Adam Slawinski, Roman Kowal, Tomasz
Szachowski, Krystian Brodacki. Also musicians themselves, such as Jan Ptaszyn
Wróblewski, Janusz Szprot, Wojciech Karolak, Krzysztof Zgraja and - later - Piotr
Kalużny, Piotr Baron and Ryszard Borowski. Canonical texts were published in "Jazz
Forum", which to this day shape the opinion of jazzfans about the most important
phenomena and figures of improvised music. The stylistic range of the described
trends stretched from American free jazz, through European ECM aesthetics, to
the activities of local traditional jazz bands.

Jazz Forum authors



At the end of 1979, Pawel Brodowski took over the duties of
editor-in-chief from Jan Byrczek (he has worked in the
editorial office since 1972, in 1975 he became deputy
editor-in-chief), and he still holds this position today. 

The magazine continues to be Poland's only regular print
periodical devoted to jazz music. "Jazz Forum was a unique
magazine fulfilling an extremely important role in the history
of Polish and European jazz," says Brodowski. - It continues
to fulfill this mission. I hope it will survive the next 50 years.

Paweł Brodowski -
editor-in-chief



Archived Jazz Forum
magazines can be found

at:
www.polishjazzarch.com
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